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Abstract—This paper presents WEST, an efficient state-
transfer protocol for Byzantine fault-tolerant state machine repli-
cation systems enhanced with proactive-reactive recovery. Usually
the recovery of a stateful replica consumes a considerable amount
of time, mostly due to state transfer. As a result it is essential to
reduce the state transfer time, simultaneously guaranteeing that
correct replicas never lose their state. Our approach consists
on creating periodic state checkpoints stored in a distributed
secure component (wormhole), and relying on this component to
manage/control state transfer operations. Preliminary evaluation
results show the performance and overhead of the proposed
protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intrusion tolerance [1] has become an increasing area of
interest, as the number of techniques to exploit system vul-
nerabilities has increased, and attacks became more common.
Therefore, one needs to design resilient systems where the
exploitation of some vulnerabilities does not result in system
corruption. This can be achieved using Byzantine fault-tolerant
(BFT) state machine replication (SMR) protocols [2], [3],
[4].These protocols assume that the system operates correctly
if at most f out of the total number (n) of replicas is
compromised. These protocols offer added resilience but given
a sufficient amount of time, a malicious adversary can find
ways to compromise more than f replicas. One interesting way
to circumvent this limitation was proposed in recent works,
combining BFT protocols with a proactive-reactive recovery
service that rejuvenates replicas from time to time and on-
demand, removing the effects of malicious attacks/faults and
reducing the probability of the same vulnerability being ex-
ploited again [5]. These works propose a hybrid system model
and architecture [6] where the system is composed of two
parts with distinct properties and assumptions: payload and
wormhole. The payload is an any-synchronous system in
which at most f replicas can be subject to Byzantine failures
in a given recovery period, and at most k replicas can be
recovered at the same time. The wormhole is a synchronous
subsystem connected through a synchronous and secure control
channel, isolated from other networks, existing one local
wormhole per replica.

The methods mentioned above can be used to provide
additional security to a variety of services, namely stateful
ones. With the booming of the Internet, more and more
services are now online and constantly operating over some
application state. However, if a service replica is recovered,
which typically consists on a shutdown and reboot with the
OS and application code loaded from a secure source (since it
might have been compromised), an up-to-date state has to be

transferred in order to ensure consistency among all replicas.
The new state has to be correct, in other words, it has to
reflect all operations performed by correct service replicas.
Yet if the network is early overloaded, the state transfer can be
delayed and consequently delaying the entire recovery process.
Our main concern is thus conceiving an efficient state transfer
mechanism, able to bring service up-to-date in a short amount
of time, without overloading the remaining replicas. Some
research on state transfer mechanisms [3], [7], has shown how
it can be improved using hierarchal partitions and hypervisor-
based technology.

This paper presents an efficient state transfer mechanism
for BFT SMR enhanced with proactive-reactive recoveries,
addressing the issues presented above. Our approach builds on
the formerly described hybrid model, and the idea is to use
periodic checkpoints (stored in local wormholes) to minimize
the amount of state data transferred. Local wormholes store
a correct state copy (backup/checkpoint), which is never lost.
Local wormholes are also responsible for managing and con-
trolling the state transfer process, avoiding possible congestion
in the payload network.

In the next section, we describe in detail the WEST protocol.
Section 3 evaluates the current prototype. Then Section 4
presents a short overview about the related work on BFT SMR
state transfer and Section 5 concludes.

II. WEST PROTOCOL

This section describes WEST, a wormhole-enhanced state
transfer protocol for BFT SMR systems. WEST is a com-
plementary protocol for BFT SMR systems enhanced with a
proactive-reactive recovery service. Therefore, the description
of WEST assumes the existence of a BFT SMR total order
protocol (e.g., [3]) and of a proactive-reactive recovery service,
including an API to trigger (reactive) recoveries (e.g., [5]).

A. System Model

We assume a hybrid system model and architecture [6] in
which the system is composed of two parts, with distinct prop-
erties and assumptions. These two parts are typically called
payload and wormhole. Applications and the BFT SMR library
are assumed to run in the payload part exposed to arbitrary
faults and asynchrony. A proactive-reactive recovery service
is assumed to run in the wormhole part that is guaranteed to
be secure and timely by construction. The WEST protocol has
both components that run in the payload and wormhole part,
as it will be explained in the next section. A minimum of
3f + 2k + 1 replicas are required to ensure availability, on a



system where f arbitrary faults may happen between recov-
eries, with at most k replicas recovering simultaneously [8].
Therefore, we assume a system composed of n ≥ 3f +2k+1
replicas where at most f replicas may fail in an arbitrary way
between recoveries, and at most f wormholes may fail by
crash. Each (payload) replica has its own local wormhole.
Local wormholes are connected by a synchronous and secure
control channel, isolated from the regular (payload) network
used to receive, process and answer client requests.

B. Description

WEST uses the secure wormhole part of the system to
manage checkpoints, perform garbage collection procedures,
and manage the state transfer. The state transfer process is ini-
tiated after every recovery (after re-loading the OS), advancing
through several steps until its completion. Figure 1 depicts
the intervenients and messages exchanged during a normal
state transfer, assuming that: there is a stable checkpoint
created, the wormhole has requests stored, and there are out-
of-date requests. The wormhole sends and waits for the replica
response before sending another message, in order to have
control on the state transfer and to know exactly what the
current stage is.

Fig. 1. Messages exchanged by the wormhole and the payload replicas in
order to transfer state.

After a shutdown/reboot, and once a replica starts up, it
sends an ONLINE message to its local wormhole. The local
wormhole will in turn return the last stable copy of the
system state (SEND STATE). After adopting the received
state, the replica informs its wormhole that the state was set
(STATE SET). The wormhole will return the requests (if they
exist) stored after the last stable checkpoint was taken, and
before the replica went offline (WORMHOLE REQUESTS).
When these requests are processed, the replica notifies its
wormhole (WREQUESTS). After receiving this message the
local wormhole informs its replica to update its state based
on the last request seen according to the information sent by
the remaining local wormholes (UPDATE STATE). Once the
payload replica receives this message, it queries the remain-
ing replicas for up-to-date requests (QUERY REQUEST
and REPLY REQUEST, described below). Finally when

the replica finishes updating its state, and executes its re-
covery log (which contains the messages received from the
clients while doing state transfer), informs the wormhole
(UPDATE DONE, RECOVERY LOG EXECUTED and
RECOVERY ENDED) and state transfer is marked as com-
pleted.

As it become evident from the description above, the
WEST protocol runs in both parts of the system: payload
and wormhole. The payload side (Algorithm 1) is responsible
for managing client requests, checkpoint creation and state
transfer execution. The wormhole side (Algorithm 2) is
responsible for checkpoint management, garbage collection
procedures and state transfer coordination. The explanation
of both algorithms is presented below.

a) Request Processing: A client sends a request using
total order multicast, which will be received by all the replicas
in the same order. The request is then executed (Alg:1, line
2) and logged by each local replica (Alg:1, line 4) and
corresponding wormhole (Alg:1, line 5 and Alg:2, line 2).
Since the requests are processed in a deterministic manner, the
same state is obtained by every payload replica. During local
request logging, the replica also sends the request to the local
wormhole to be stored. This action reduces the amount of data
transferred between payload replicas, since the local wormhole
delivers these requests once the recovery starts without the
need to contact other replicas.

Every k requests, a checkpoint creation is triggered (Alg:1
lines 6–7), forcing the payload replica to send its current state
to the local wormhole, which then verifies its integrity as we
will describe in detail in the next section.

b) Checkpoint Management: As mentioned before,
checkpoints are stored in a secure component (wormhole),
which plays a fundamental part not only by reducing the
amount of data transferred when bringing a replica up-to-date
but also because it stores a stable checkpoint copy that cannot
be corrupted or lost (as long as no more than f replicas are
compromised).

Checkpoints are created periodically after completing a
certain number (k) of requests (e.g., k = 128). Once the
wormhole receives and stores (Alg 2: line 3) a checkpoint,
it verifies its integrity by querying the remaining wormholes
for the cryptographic hash of the checkpoint (Alg 2: line 4)
. When the requesting wormhole has received f + 1 identical
hashes (guaranteeing that at least one hash is from a correct
replica), it compares its own checkpoint hash with the received
ones (Alg 2: line 5). If they match, the checkpoint is stored
and labeled as “stable” (Alg 2: line 6), if they don’t match
the wormhole removes all requests received after to the last
stable checkpoint and the replica is reactively recovered, as it
is counted as one of the faulty ones (Alg 2: line 8). Then, in
the following recovery, state transfer will start from the last
stable checkpoint.

As one might notice, there may be times when a local worm-
hole receives a query to verify the integrity of a checkpoint
that it does not possess yet (e.g., because its payload replica



is slower than others). In such cases, queries are stored and
replied once the requested checkpoint is produced.

Algorithm 1 WEST protocol – payload side.
{Variables}
integer seq {Last request sequence number}
Set R {Client requests}
Set r log {Recovery log}
bool recovering = false {Indicates if replica is recovering}
data current state = ∅ {The systems current state}
{Constants}
integer k {Checkpoint period}

{Request Processing}
upon receive(〈CLIENT-REQUEST, r〉, c)
1: if ¬recovering then
2: process request(r)
3: seq = seq + 1
4: log request(seq, r)
5: W log request(seq, r)
6: if (seq mod k ) = 0 then
7: W set checkpoint(current state)
8: end if
9: else

10: r log request(r , r log)
11: end if

{State transfer interface}
when is replica online
12: current state = W replica online()
13: W replica state set()

service R process wormhole req(Wr )

14: process request batch(w r)
15: W replica update payload()

service R update state(latest seq)

16: delta requests = merge update(seq, latest seq, r log)
17: for all rid in delta requests do
18: R-multicast(R, 〈QUERY-REQUEST, rid, i〉)
19: end for
upon receive(i, 〈QUERY-REQUEST, rid, j〉)
20: if R contains rid then
21: send(j, 〈 REPLY-REQUEST , R[rid], i〉)
22: else
23: r = W get request id(rid )
24: send(j, 〈REPLY-REQUEST, R[rid], i〉)
25: end if
upon receive(i, 〈REPLY-REQUEST, rid, j〉)
26: Fetched ← Fetched ∪{r}
upon has majority in all fetched requests
27: process fetched requests(Fetched , r log)
28: R execute rec log()

service R execute rec log()

29: process rec log(r log)

c) Updating State: This phase is the final stage of the
state transfer. It is responsible for bringing a recovering replica
state up-to-date, since the local wormhole has only the requests
it has stored until the replica went offline. The recovering
replica needs to fetch (and process) the new client requests
received and processed by the remaining replicas while it was
offline.

Updating state is done in three steps: finding the last seen
sequence number, fetching up-to-date requests, and executing
the recovery log. The first step is initiated once the local
wormhole receives a message from its replica reporting that the

requests stored by the wormhole where successfully executed
(Alg 1: line 15).

Algorithm 2 WEST protocol – wormhole side.
{Variables}
integer seq {Last request sequence number}
Set R {Client requests}

{Request Processing}
service W log request(new seq, r)

1: seq = new seq
2: log request(seq, r)

{State transfer interface}
service W set checkpoint(current state)

3: chkpId = store checkpoint(current state)
4: chkpOk = verify checkpoint integrity(chkpId)
5: if chkpOk then
6: make stable(chkpId)
7: else
8: purge checkpoint(chkpId)
9: end if

service W replica online()

10: return last stable checkpoint()

procedure W replica state set()

11: req = get requests prior stable checkpoint(R)
12: validate ok = validate wormhole requests(req)
13: if validate ok then
14: R process wormhole requests(req)
15: else
16: purge requests(req)
17: W replica update payload()
18: end if
upon W replica update payload()

19: MaxS = max seq seen()
20: if MaxS > seq then
21: R update state(MaxS)
22: else
23: R execute rec log()
24: end if

Then the local wormhole starts searching for the last se-
quence number seen by the remaining local wormholes (as
explained before, this sequence number is equal to the replica
sequence number since the replica reports it simultaneously to
the wormhole and to its local logging) (Alg 2: line 19). This
is achieved by requesting the current sequence number to the
remaining wormholes, waiting for their reply, and selecting
the highest number (HS) reported by at least f +1 replicas. If
and only if HS is greater than the local sequence number, the
wormhole informs the replica to start fetching requests up to
HS (Alg 2, line 21).

In the next step, the payload replica starts by checking if
the recovery log contains the request with sequence number
equal to HS (Alg 1, line 16) in order to fetch only the requests
it needs (Alg 1, line 17). This procedure allows the replica to
fetch only requests that are not present in the log, reducing
the amount of fetch messages and state data. Consider the
following example: HS = 3000, current seq = 1500, and the
recovery log is such that it has the requests with sequence
numbers {2000,...,3500}. Then the number of fetch messages
would be reduced to 500 (2000-1500 = 500), because the
requests after 2000 are already present in the recovery log.



This result contrasts with the original case where 1500 (3000-
1500 = 1500) fetch messages would be needed, because the
requests already present in the log would be ignored, adding
not only significant delay to the recovery process but also
saturating the network. Once all responses to the QUERY-
REQUEST messages are gathered (and selected f +1 identical
messages for the same request) the requests are executed
orderly until seq=HS (Alg 1, line 27). The update stage is
completed if and only if HS intercepts the recovery log (which
guarantees no gaps between sequential requests), if that is
not the case then the payload replica sends a message to the
wormhole requesting again the maximum seen request, and the
process repeats. Note that this iteration eventually stops, since
the recovery log is constantly adding new incoming requests,
allowing HS to catch up.

Finally the last step consists in executing the recovery log
(Alg 1: line 28), terminating the state transfer when the last
logged request is executed.

The recovery log is defined as a concurrent queue data
structure, meaning that even while iterating in the log, new
requests may (and will be) added to queue’s tail, allowing
the replica to eventually catch up with the active replicas and
ending the state recovery process. Any incoming requests
after the log execution is processed as a regular request as
defined in the previous section.

d) Garbage Collection: A garbage collection protocol
is used to prevent message logs and checkpoints stored
from growing without bound. Replicas and wormholes must
eventually discard information about requests that have been
executed. However, they cannot simply discard these messages
when they execute the corresponding requests because these
are necessary to bring a recovering replica up-to-date. Instead
they need to agree on a stable point, where requests can be
removed without compromising any future recovering replicas.
Then they can discard messages corresponding to requests
below this stable point.

The garbage collection procedure is triggered when a certain
number of requests is executed. The leader wormhole initiates
the discovery of a stable point (if its replica is not recovering)
by sending a QUERY-STABLE message to the remaining
wormholes. After receiving this message, the remaining worm-
holes reply with REPLY-STABLE message carrying the last
sequence number which led to a stable checkpoint. When
the leader wormhole gathers all REPLY-STABLE messages,
selects their minimum value (MinS).

MinS ensures that wormholes can preform checkpoint in-
tegrity validations from older requests, and payload replicas do
not discard requests that are needed to bring a replica up-to-
date. The leader wormhole multicasts MinS to all wormholes
(including itself), which will discard any requests and check-
points below MinS , ordering their replicas also to remove
requests up to MinS .

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes preliminary evaluation results of the
WEST protocol on a LAN. In the first set of experiments, we
measured how the state transfer time evolves under varying
(client) request rates, different checkpoint intervals, and with
different state sizes. Then, in the second set of experiments
we measured the impact of checkpoints and state transfer on
system performance.

Experimental setup. The WEST protocol was implemented
in Java and integrated with JBP (Java Byzantine Paxos) 1 [9],
a BFT total order multicast protocol also in Java. The results
described below were obtained using a total of 7 machines (6
replicas + 1 client). As mentioned in Section II-A, one needs
six (3f +2k+1) replicas in order to tolerate one fault (f = 1)
between recoveries and to have one replica recovering at the
same time (k = 1)

All machines used in our experiments were a 2.8 GHz
Pentium-4 PCs with 2 GBs of RAM running Sun JDK 1.6
on top of Linux 2.6.18, and connected through a Dell gigabit
switch.

State Transfer Performance. All the tests where run with
an equal set of parameters. The recovery time was set to 150
seconds, representing the time a replica is offline recovering
(i.e., before starting state transfer). Checkpoints were set to
be triggered every 30 requests (except while evaluating its
impact on state transfer and requests latency). While gathering
information, the client sends a request, and waits for its
response before sending the next one. The interval between
client requests was set to 60 milliseconds (except while
evaluating its impact on state transfer).

Figure 2 shows how the request rate and state size impact
the state transfer time. As expected, the state transfer time
increases when the request rate increases. The large amount
of time consumed is related to fetching and processing the
requests. For example, for a 4KB state size with a request
interval of 20ms, the number of fetched requests is 4687
in comparison to the 1342 required for a 100ms rate. Also,
while processing the requests, the replica triggers a checkpoint
very often (every 30 requests). So as the state size increases,
this becomes one significant aspect responsible for the delay.
In fact this is the major cause for high state transfer times.
It is interesting to observe that request processing using a
4MB state size is responsible for 65% of the state transfer
process time in comparison to the 39% obtained when using
a 4KB state size. In addition, we have to take into account the
execution of the recovering log, which is constantly receiving
and subsequently adding new requests, hardening the replica
task to finish its execution and keep up with the remaining
replicas.

Figure 3 shows how the checkpoint period affects the state
transfer time. The client requests rate and application state
play a fundamental part in defining the optimal checkpoint

1Avaliable at http://www.navigators.di.fc.ul.pt/software/jitt/jbp.html
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Fig. 2. Average duration of state transfer under different request rates and
state size. Checkpoint period (k) = 30 requests

period. For example, if clients send requests with intervals
of 60 milliseconds, and the checkpoint period is set to 10,
WEST fetches roughly 2050 requests during state transfer,
which will generate a checkpoint every 10 requests, resulting
in a total of 205 checkpoints during the state transfer. When
the checkpoint period changes to 128, for the same amount
of requests, only 16 checkpoints will be triggered, which is
about 13 times less than using a checkpoint period of 10
requests. Once we extend this notion to larger state sizes, it
becomes clear that the state transfer time will suffer when
dealing with small checkpoint periods and will become more
stable for larger ones. The main advantage for having a small
checkpoint period is to increase the probability of having a
more recent state, which will lead to fewer fetch messages and
consequently a faster state transfer. However, the experiments
showed us that from the number of fetches point-of-view, a
smaller or greater checkpoint period becomes irrelevant if the
client request rate is high (it compensates only when client
requests rate is low and the checkpoint period is also small).
On the other hand, from the state transfer time point-of-
view, a larger application state with a small checkpoint period
will have the opposite effect, i.e., an increase in the state
transfer time, since checkpointing a state has a non-negligible
associated cost, proportional to the state size.
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Fig. 3. Average duration of state transfer under different checkpoint periods
and state size. Interval between client requests is set to 60 milliseconds.

Impact of State Transfer on System Performance. Figure 4
shows how the checkpoint period affects the average (client)
requests latency. As it would be expected the system latency
decreases when the checkpoint period is larger. This scenario

is even more noticeable for larger states. This is related to the
fact that, with small checkpoints, the replica has to send more
frequently its current state to the wormhole. When this state
is larger, it produces systematic entropy in the system. As
the checkpoint period becomes greater, the latency converges
to a constant value around 10 milliseconds, which can be
acceptable given the nature of the system and the state size.
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Analysis of the Results. The results show that by using an
appropriate checkpoint period, the state transfer time reduces
significantly. This value has to be set according to the client
request rate, since the higher the rate, more checkpoints will
occur. From the results of our experiments with a requests’
interval of 60 milliseconds, we conclude that a checkpoint
period near 128 is a good choice. With this period, one can
achieve a state transfer time of about 13 seconds when using
a 4MB state size, and approximately 2.5 seconds when using
a state size of 4bytes or 4KB. From the latency point of view,
we conclude that the state transfer has a low impact on the
system for a reasonable checkpoint period (that depends on
the state size).

IV. RELATED WORK

A. CL-BFT

Castro and Liskov, proposed CL-BFT, the first BFT SMR
algorithm not relying on any synchrony assumption to provide
safety [3]. They also proposed a proactive recovery protocol
that periodically resets replicas operation and cleans their
state. When a replica is recovered, it executes a state transfer
protocol to obtain a clean up-to-date state from the remaining
replicas.

The state is defined by checkpoints taken periodically (each
k requests). In order to reduce the amount of state data
transferred, CL-BFT uses hierarchical partition to define the
state, fetching only specific parts of the partition that are out-
of-date (each partition has a checksum used for optimized
comparison). This feature is an essential optimization since
the basic step to reduce state transfer time is to minimize
the state data to be transferred. The authors assume that the
system eventually finishes recovery, as protocol is not built
with any boundaries on the maximum state transfer time. In
the worst case, the CL-BFT state transfer protocol can continue



the transfer when another proactive recovery starts, which may
corrupt the state. There were not defined also any measures to
be taken in case the state transfer does not end at all.

B. VM-FIT
VM-FIT [7] describes an efficient state-transfer protocol for

hypervisor-based proactive recovery in BFT SMR systems.
The architecture is composed by two parts: replica manager
and service replicas, running on different virtual machines.
Replica manager is running within a privileged domain (a
trusted component), running several services. The service
replica is executed in a completely separated application
domain.

Hypervisor technology is useful in providing diversity and
non-disruptive recoveries without additional replicas, and an
interesting way of reducing the state recovery downtime. In
fact, VM-FIT does a number of optimizations, and guarantees
that the system recovers a maximum of 1GB of state data with
only a few milliseconds of downtime (switch between virtual
machines).

Another aspect of this system is the fact that it transfers
the whole snapshot, in opposition to the hierarchical partitions
used in CL-BFT, which only transfers the most recent out-of-
date state. Furthermore, it is not clear what happens when the
state transfer takes longer than expected or even if it does not
end at all, as there are no boundaries or procedures to deal
with these issues.

Finally, a sensitive issue is related to VM-FIT architecture,
and the assumptions it makes for the (trusted) replica man-
ager component. This component provides several services,
possibly contradicting the idea that a trusted component has
to remain simple. Also this component is connected to the
Internet, which makes it hard to substantiate the assumption
that it will never compromised.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed WEST, an efficient state-transfer
protocol for Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) state machine
replication (SMR) systems enhanced with proactive-reactive
recovery. The WEST approach consists on creating periodic
state checkpoints stored in a distributed secure component
(wormhole), and relying on this component to manage/control
state transfer operations. This approach allowed us to provide
extra security to the state transfer process (since the wormhole
stores a stable and incorruptible copy of the state) and to
decrease the state transfer time, by reducing the amount of
requests needed to update a recovering replica. The experi-
mental results show that by using an appropriate checkpoint
period, both the requests latency and the state transfer time
are relatively constant with regard to the state size. This means
that WEST scales well in terms of state size. Moreover, WEST
overhead is negligible, given that it has a minimum impact on
requests latency when using a reasonable checkpoint period.
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